Abstract
Introduction
AUNU permutation pattern are a class of (123) and (132)-avoiding permutation pattern with special properties associated with succession schemes. These patterns have been used extensively in formulation of different structures such as group, graph and in study of different algebra schemes such as cyclic designs and circuit design see Mustapha and Ibrahim, (2013) ; Ibrahim, (20005) ; Magami et al, (2012) . Some other theoretic properties of the AUNU Pattern and AUNU group were identify and discussed especially in relation to integer modulo group see Usman and Ibrahim, (2011) . Ibrahim and Saidu, (2016.) Present nonassociative and non commutative properties of 123-avoiding pattern of AUNU permutation pattern. The research describe how non associative and non commutative properties can be established by using the Cayley table on which a binary operation is defined to act on the 123-avoidind and 132-avoiding pattern of AUNU permutation using a pairing scheme. The result have generate larger matrix from permutation of point of the AUNU Pattern of prime cardinality see 2. Some Basic Definition 2.1. B-algebra-: A B-algebra is a non-empty set with constant 0 and binary operation "*" satisfying the following axioms. www.ijsrp.org
For all , and in 2.2. Sub Algebra: -Let ( , * ,0) be a B-algebra. A non empty subset N of X is said to be sub algebra if * ∈ ∀ , ∈ 2.3. Commutative: -A B-algebra( , * ,0) is said to be commutative if * (0 * ) = * (0 * )∀ , ∈ otherwise it is not commutative.
Center of : -
Note that 0 ∈ ( ) 2.5. B-algebra ( , * ,0) is cyclic B-algebra if there exist ∈ such that = 〈 〉 . the B-algebra ( , −,0) is cyclic since = 〈1〉 . www.ijsrp.org
AUNU Numbers: -
Where ( (123)) n N A is the number of the class of numbers expressed as permutations, that avoid (123) patterns while n P is the th n prime number n ≥ 5.
Notation and Method of Application
Throughout this reseach we shall adopt the use of the following basic notations and symbols for the purpose of both theoretical derivations and in establishing some fundamental result arising there from.
Let ( 
Application in AUNU Permutation Pattern

Proposition:
Let Ω= {0,1,2,3,4} ⊂ 5 be a cycle of AUNU group of order p, were ≥ 5 under binary operation " * " then 132 * 132 is a BAlgebra under * .
Proof
For a 132 * 132 to be a B-Algebra it must satisfy at least two condition of B-Algebra Then, regarding {0,1,2,3,4} as an element to construct tables satisfies some properties of B-algebra. Table 1: operation table of Hence the zero elements represent diagonal element also the table form lower triangular matrix Then (Ω; * ; 0) is a B-algebra.
Theorem
Let (Ω,*, 0) be an AUNU number of the (132) and (123)-avoiding pattern with binary operation ''*'' and constant 0 then Ω is a B-algebra satisfying the following condition. 
Conclusion
This construction has explored the application of AUNU Permutation Pattern, were the cycle of (132) -avoiding pattern was used in table 1which satisfied properties of B-algebra, the zero element in the table represent diagonal element and again table form a lower triangle matrix. The B-algebra was applied in graph were a directed graph was obtained see graph 1 &2 and their adjency matrix.
